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How to wear Diamond or Heera Gemstone,
vaidurya Description, Properties, Type, Purity,

Identification and method.

Among the Navratnas, the gemstone named Ratna Emperor is ranked in the
category of diamond, rich in royal qualities and highly influential and valuable
mines natural stone. This gem is world famous due to its unique aura hardness
and aesthetic sense. Lucky prosperity and full of its oozing and sharp diamond
gem creates an atmosphere of a kind of supernatural power in all  around.
Perhaps this is the reason why this gem does not stick to everyone and for
some reason or the other it gets out of hand. Only the fortunate ones are able to
cherish it and it is not a good effect for everyone. A normal person suffers from
some fuss as soon as he finds it. Only the fortunate people with rich wealth and
majestic qualities are able to wear it. Best Astrologer in Delhi NCR, Astrologer Acharya V

Shastri is Top Famous Astrologer in Delhi NCR,

According to chemical analysis, diamond gemstone is virtually solid carbon, it
is produced in the octagon or hexagon in the crystal form of carbon. This gem is
transparent and very hard. The name Hira Ratna – Diamond gemstone as Vajra
has also been referred to due to its hardness properties. best astrologer in dwarka

delhi, astrologer in delhi ncr, top astrologer in Gurgaon,
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The diamond gems are referred to in the Sanskrit language with names like
Kulish, Vajra, Hekar and Manivar. It is called diamond in Bengali language and is
referred to as Hinra in Marathi and Bajar in Kannada language and Almas in
Arabic and Diamond in English.

Normally, the diamond gem is of white color, due to which the light blue aura
continues to radiate. By the way, some diamonds of green, yellow, blue and red
are  also  found,  but  the  best  is  the  one which  is  imprinted with  light  blue
transparent white and has colourful rainbow rays from its. famous astrologer in

Gurgaon, top astrologers in delhi, best career astrologer in delhi,

TALK TO INDIA’s TOP BEST FAMOUS EXPERIENCED ASTROLOGERS ON MOBILE OR
PHONE

Diamonds have also been classified based on color and size. Like other gems, in
Indian astrology, diamonds are also divided into four varnas (Caste), Brahmins,
Kshatriya Vaishya and Shudra, and each person of the Varna is said to be
holding and accepting a diamond of his own Varna (Caste). contact for consultant

with Genuine Astrologer with expert of future predictions for his clientele. Contact for marriage,

career, love, health and other issues,

According to India’s famous astrologer and gemmologist Acharya V Shastri, the
best diamond is considered to be the one that is clean and clean hexagonal
and or with octagonal shape and emitting transparent and rainbow rays and
appears  to  be  basically  a  light  beam  in  itself.  In  contrast,  contaminated
diamonds contain a variety of ominous signs. Yellow, cracked or porous, with a
smooth oil-like lustre, austere, rough, discoloured, with red dots, foggy, broken
or cut, discoloured, brown, some kind of shade diamond is considered castle or
castable.  With  these  demerits  and  defects,  the  diamond  gemstone  is  a
destroyer of wealth and honour, prestige and life.

According to Best famous celebrity astrologer Acharya V Shastri, the diamond
gemstone is the representative gem of the planet Venus. In any horoscope in
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which the Venus house is weak or in a low state, such a person can change the
misfortune  caused  by  Venus  by  holding  a  diamond  jewel,  and  luck  and
adverseness. Wearing diamond gemstone is beneficial to get rid of secretive
disorder  and  private  organs  defects  and  impotence  etc.  Hira  Ratna  is
considered  the  best  gem  for  hypnosis  or  subjugation  and  also  for  the
prevention  of  ghost  haunting.  Heera  Ratna  enjoys  the  most  fame  in  the
diagnosis of both male and female secret diseases.

How to wear Diamond Gemstone - heera gemstone  

The diamond is the representative gem of Venus and it  is as valuable and
auspicious as it is in the discrepancy. Therefore, anyone who wishes to wear a
diamond gemstone must test the horoscope with an experienced astrologer in
Dwarka Acharya V Shastri, before wearing it. To get the best fruit by wearing
diamond gemstone, it is necessary that it should be worn in some best and
best Muhurat. If this representative gem of Venus is in the position of Venus in
Taurus  or  Libra  or  Pisces  or  on  the  day  of  Bharani  or  Purvaphalguni  or
Purvashadha Nakshatra on Friday, on that day, after putting the diamond in
silver or platinum ring, on the day of sun, its rise Earn respect For purifying the
ring and consecrating the life, first put the ring in panchamrit i.e. milk, gangajal,
honey, ghee and sugar solution, then burn five agarbatti names of Shukra Deva
–  Shukracharya  and  pray  to  goodies  Luxmi  and  get  your  blessings.  I  am
wearing your representative gem, diamond, please bless me. After removing
the ring from panchamrit,  chant 108  "ॐ शं  शुाय नम:"   Rotate the ring 108 times
with the incense sticks and apply the ring in the Kanishtika or Madhyama finger
with Laxmi ji's feet. Heera starts giving its effect in 25 days.

Substitute of Diamond Gemstone

Since diamond gemstone is a highly valuable gemstone, it is far from common
people, therefore the Best famous celebrity astrologer in India Acharya V Shastri
have decided to substitute diamonds for those who cannot buy diamonds.
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Those who are able to buy diamond gems should also get it thoroughly tested
with an experienced gemmologist Acharya V Shastri,  while buying diamond
gems, because gemstones, especially diamond, emerald and sapphire, use a
lot of deceit. In the absence of diamond, the following gems are mentioned as
their replacement-

Udau, (2) Dantla, (3) Kasla, (4) Vikrant, (5) Kurangi, (6) Simma.1.

Vikrant or Tourmaline is the best among them. Dantla and Kurangi are
easily accessible stones.  The gemmologists and jewellers are easily
obtained from here.
There  is  also  mention  of  diamond  ash  in  Ayurveda.  In  abdominal
disorder, all  diseases related to consumption of diamond gemstone
with honey are eliminated.
Consumption  of  diamond  is  very  beneficial  for  the  diagnosis  of
diseases  like  body  weakness  or  semen  defect  and  premature
ejaculation and lack of progenitor or increasing of sperm counting. This
ash is undeniably famous for enabling the couple to have a child.

For more information related to Astrology and Vastu contact Best Famous
Celebrity Astrologer and Vastu Consultants in Dwarka, Gurgaon and Delhi

NCR, Acharya V Shastri: + 91-9205722942

Get Free Online Complete Horoscope by Date of Birth ion Hindi and English

Read On Website
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and method.
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Type, Purity, Identification

and method.
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Lahsuniya Gemstone,

vaidurya Description,

Properties, Type, Purity,

Identification and method.
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